How to Draw Bob by George Earl

1. Start with two ovals. One for Bob’s head, and another for the snout.

2. Draw two circles for Bob’s eyes and the shape for his nose.

3. It’s time for fur! Give Bob a shaggy snout look using the second oval as a guide. Add Bob’s mouth.

4. Also using the second oval as a guide, give Bob a beard.
5. Draw a pipe coming out of the shaggy fur by Bob's mouth. Add pupils to his eyes.

6. Partially cover the tops of Bob's eyes with more shaggy fur.

7. Give Bob a “hat” of fur! Use the larger oval as a guide to give Bob a bunch of fur on the top of his head.

8. Also using the large oval as a guide, add the fur to the sides of Bob's head. Don’t worry about it being even - fur isn’t very symmetrical!

9. Draw two “furry” lines coming out of either side of Bob’s head for his neck.

10. Add two nice long fluffy ears!
11. Clean up your lines by erasing your original oval guides, fill in the details, and you’re done! From here you can color your portrait of Bob, add more details, whatever you like!

Your version of Bob by George Earl could be featured on the MoD Community Wall Instagram!

Submit your drawings to our website at https://museumofthedog.org/museum-attractions/childrens-art-submissions